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INTRODUCTI(ifl

Probiem

Throughout the history of education, various
teaching strategies or methods of presentation have
been developed, each directed to more effective
learning for the student. Traditionally, there
has been the lecture, the discussion method, and
the directed questioinp- procedures of reflective
teaching. With the technoiogica revolution came
"new media" for educational rresentation. Lectures
have been adapted tc radio and then to television.
The basic techniques of reflective tPachinr. have
been applied in Programed textbooks and teachinf:
machines, althcup:h the origin of these materials
has come from innovators with differing points of
view toward learning theory.

In examining these many apprc :aches to teaching,
certain facts stand out. Although one technique may
teach better than another in a given study, the
literature invariably reveals cases where there
was "no significant difference". Even more striking
is the fact that there is usually great overlap
of achievement from control to experimental groups.
.;eIdom can thl:: un( y.nlained vari:)tion he attribIlIA.d
to difftrenct.J. MoL;t wmliu!%;
acknowledge the presence of some motivational fact,r,p
as uncontrolled variation. Classroom teachers have
1,,nr tm problem ()f motivation, but thi:
univevs:a :,rvidf:m or .ziwknt frfilur- drop-(Jut
sw;4ests that mere recognition of the problem does
not lead to providing for motivation in the ciat:;sroc:3.

n the on-ration of nrogramr-d matc-rialz, it
tncitly asmed that Idrovidinr immudiate

(Efi) ,%r the corrtnu;:s of :j
This assumpti,...n .1:; basic to Crowdur'f-
program; and to :kinner's linear 1:rof;rams. BecauL7c
law lerivcd from animal expi_rimi-nts are th(
of reinforcement psychology, there :iome quer,t1..in

abr.Alt the applicability of such laws to human learhin:-.
Fuinforeement of arilmais is in tem:: or basic pnyl(-
logical needs. For a human zubject, knowledr:e of
the correct nest: of a response on a verbal, unintf'roFi!!
pr::)2ram may not c.ervc; as a reinfc=rcement. To pro7:.a
reinforcement, students mast h motivated so that
KR satifffies some need. The r;roblem is to Orovi::e
thi7,
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Durinr the summer c/.f 190i this investigator
prepared a linear orr,--PT in rh-sics which was
adapter! f3r individual use on television via video-
tape. A lecture rve-r the sane toolc was also
recor-jed on video-t=*e. In an attempt to mahe the
nrc,7am tale fu:1 aivantar:e of television as n
framts r;-1Pted dirtly to physical phenomena, :and.A

=answers were supplied by permittinp. the student to
:!bserve physics demcnstrations on t.elevision.
1.garninr. was not entire1:7 vertal.

To :-.0aut
. r. PO :7 I".? ,

Strips c-f re i vP t=tne A '-. .

Oaces on the 1,rogrfcmec; video tar)e. U3inir
e.1Pctr-Jnic circuit :::es4med for 4,,re.t

,ecorde:- woulu eNr at t:le (;-11:1 nf
while the student c(mstructed nis response.

p_ es a L:itt)n, the recorder would re-st-.r:
:.resentin7 thf.: c'orre'ct answer and tile rig-xt frame
in the seouence. The lecture contained identi
;)hysi':s demonstrations, but the austions use In
thP twogram were r)r=sentd as worked . St-1V e:::s

Art analysis if the relative r--ffect!.:enr,sq or these
two methods of nrsentation showed f: si;nificant
difference in achievement in favor of students
takinc: the programmed appm=ich.
this research was in the application ,of television
tc prorrPmmed learninR on an individual basis.
inexpensive video-tape recorders soon to be produced,
tne rA-ovislon of programmed learninp. Dn televisi(m
for individual students appears feasible.

!::le can df.f:cribe a systcm whi-Jil provides r-Lndom
(;11 ser;uences for indivia.ual student

tatic-ns, each student receiving television pro4/_:A
frames ::pproprlate to his previnu:1 responses. It is
essentially a matter of replacing~ the typewritc:r input
and outout of a computer-based instructional system

a compl(-x vie:f:o tape system.

Tne adaptation of prori:rf-mreu mnterial to Lok.-
11.ision is not new. As early as 19ul, Gropper aild
Lumsdaine (1), in cooperation with the retropolitan
EducatIonai Tolevisicri Stations WQEI--WQEK, of

h, Pennsylvania, devised techniques for
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rezrzntinr orog.rPmm-d materials by television. They
ti,r1n ce17,:pa:.ed the effeotiveness of televised Zessons
c,:ntr:ininir pre/Framed sequences with conventional
:)rop:ramed s,-auences. Their results suggested that
..ofr:Imt::d materir could be presented to groups of

students by televisfon.

At rennsylvani:.! Otate University, where C. h.
Carcenter and 1,. P. rireenhill have conducted numerou::
studies cf ,?duc;Ition-J1 television, %
examination of cro7ramed learnimr. az;plied to
television waz initiate6 in 1962. In a comprehensi .

repert of five experiments, three of which involved
orozrimed learning by closed circuit television,
flreenhil] and Carpenter (2) challenre some of t:le
;!s:311mtirIns undrlying orezentation r:f pro7ramefi
materials.

In the first article of taws publication,
Car:)enter (3) outlines the pr::blems investigatug:
(1) Jrciui versus individual presentation of pro-
gramed materials; (2) the effect of varied rates
of presentation on learning programed materials;
(3) A comparison of paired versus individual
student work in learninR: programed materials. The
The blsio goal of Carpenter' and Greenhill was to show
that learning at individual student paced rates wws
not an optimum learning situation and that students
could learn as well when paced externally, thus
justifyin4 the use of closed circuit (or broadcast\
television in presenting 1.)rogramed materials. On
the basis of these experiments, tney try to shohi
that television, directed to fweups of students, can
perform all the functions normally attributed to
teaching machines.

In the first study (4) Carpenter examines the
problem of :_:,roup presentation versus individual
work in prerramed learninq. One program was pry sente.:
to groups of students by film-strip. The other
pr-)Fram was taken individually in pmFryamed books
and by teaching machine. No siirnificnt difference
in ;,cnievement for ;13 subjects was observed. The
,xternally pacer film-strip apparently was as effectlik,
az. learner paced individual programed material s.

When research indicated that exty mai paciw;
was not a critical factor, it became feasible to
adnpt programed materials for use on closed cirult
television. This task was undertaken by Greenhill t. :.)



and an evaluation of this technique was made. Thc
crecific problems were (1) to adapt programed algebra
for cicsed circuit television and (2) to evaluate
the effectiveness of thc' television presentation.

To prepare the E:rogramed materials for
television presentation, visuals were prepared
which contained the program frames. Written rnaterial3
.-)n cards would also he read when presented to
z!tu .lents. The control p:roup would take the same
pro ram -..dividuPlly with ter.cin;:-. :r.achines. A

63 students was selected and preteste6
for :tbility (SCAT scres).,

The treatment involved 36 stwjents u3ing individual
teachini: machines ane 27 students as -5 group, pre-
sented the same program by closed circuit televLsion.
It is interesting that for purposes of "motivation",
the instructors "voice-was used at appropriate
times for .emphasis or clarification, or reinforcement"
on the televised presentation. An analysis of
cmu::riane indicated no significant difference
between the two treatments in terms cf student
achievement in algebra. Televised externally paced
programed algebra directed to groups of students
was as effective as the individual use of learner'
paced teaching machines.

To extend the application of televised pro.7amed
instruction to other subjects would require some
evidence that its effectiveness was independent of
particular content, consequently, Spencer (7)
compared a televised program in English grammar'
with the came progrrtm taught by teaching machine.
The results were essentially the same as for algebrf.,
ro significant difference. In addition Spencer compartfk,
both methods of presentation with conventional in-
struction by closed cir:uit television, with no
significant difference.

In summarizing the results of these various
studies, Carpenter (8) suggests that

"A principal result of the research was to show
that the programed courses can be presented to stu-
dents for study by the selected media and media
combinations with approximately equal probabilities
of learning gains."



:Eaveral sugi;estions are mauc relative to
extenqini: the research. Included is a suggestion
to study the use of video-taped recordings. The
desirability of extending the research to other
content areas was also stressed.

Although Carpenter and Greenhill have evidence
to surgest that televised programed instruction
to rroups is as effective as teaching machines used
on an individul bsis, one research study (9)
revealed anr,ther fctor of signifi(eInce. For 375
students, s,:me 420M wer.: ;riven teLevised instructif,h,
and others civen conventional classroom instruction,
anectiotal responses were examined. The response:;
coulu be analyzed into two distinct types. One type
reflected focus on self-initiation by the student.
The other type response reflected passive partici-
pation by the student. It was found that students

"self-dependent" or "other dependent" accordinw
to the mode of presentation. Television presentation
!)roduce6 simificantly 2:reater "other-dependence"
than conventional instruction, even for the same
students.

A basic ass!,Imption underlyin7 programed learninr:
is that knowledge of the correctness of a response
serves, as a reinforcement. This p;eneral assumption
is supported by most learning theorists, although
they may differ in their interpretation of what
is reinforcement. In examining the various learning
theories. Hilgard (10) notes that a majority of
learning theorists do aoe&pt certain principles.
These theorists would probably agree that (1) A

motivated learner acquires what he learns more
readily than one who is not motivated, (2) learnin:r
motivated by success is preferable to learning;
motivated by failure. and (3) Learninw uner
int.v1 I Trif 1 s p rt. rf,r,:lh I: (1 ("I pi! :

f'Xt t1:111 11101 V:11.1 :1pp: hii.

have triven far to great, emphasis 4,0 point (.!) an
I ittle thouplit to p,-.Lnts (1) and (;). Thi?re

thNt
associated need or' drive, provides fur'

:::everal studies have been cr.nducted to eXiiplifv..
t he :11,;:f tw( (.r I v-11 ;

At tLe Johns Hopkins University, Chzipanis (LI)
ob.::erved tnat "Information ter se dos not SerVO
an incentive". Subjects were convinced that Liwy



were preparing a tape for a digital computer.
Actually, they were punching random digits into
a teletype tape, but there was a computer in the:
room. All subjects were paid by the day for their
services, having been hired for an indefinite
perl(. Pay ie-1" ifi no way r..]nted to work output.
V,,Up .:upar:Ite tri:atmi-nl.:: w(-1 - p();::;Ihle': (I) :!uhjf:f1.

had access to no information on his work output;
(II) Subject could see a counter which totaled his
output, but it was never reset to zero. He never
had his attention directed to it, but it was in
eler view; (I! I) Subject had a oounter which was
re.::(:t to zero :it thy :;tavt or t :Ih (I:1 y; NrNill hit:
attention was not directed to the counter, but it
N!; In ch:ar vi :i; (TV) Subjet 111(1 the, same count( ?'
arrangement as (I i I), but he was Instructed to keup
a record (f.1 hi:: outrut, taking a counter readinp:
every 15 minutes.

Under the above conditions, the four experimenal
rrcubs worked for 24 days, at which time the work was
terminated. The experimental arrangements were ::uch
that the subjects never realized that they were
involved in an experiment. They believed all the
random digits were needed simply because the computer
was being programed for a Monte Carlo problem.

Usirn the analysis of variance, there was no
significant difference in the various treatments.
Subjects with knowledge of their progress accomplished
no more than subjects completely unaware of how
much work they did. The F ratios were so small that
"there was no reason to suppose further examination
of the hypothesis was necessary". Success in this
tarik represented amount of work done. Yet know] edge
of amcunt of work did not serve as an incentive.

Other studies provided even more direct evidence
concerning KR. At Temple University, Hough and
Revsin (12) examined programed learning with and
without KPi. Ninety college students served as
subjects under three separate treatmcnts: (1) Subject
used a teaching machine with selected responses;
(2) subject used a programed textbook with KR;
(3) Subject used a programed textbook, but KR frames
were left blank. Otherwise, the context was idenLical.
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The analysis showed no significant difference
in achievement. Knowledge of the correctness of
responses did not serve as an incentive. Hough
and Eevsin concluded, "...at their present stage of
development, teaching machines as such offer no
instructional advantages." This comment would
appear rather strong until one had examined other
supporting evidence.

Sucn evidence was availatile. A similar
experiment at tile college level by Birt and Feldnusen
(13) v,zJve the same msuits. In a comparison or
conventional program with one where KR was not
available, no significant difference in achievement
was observed.

At the elementary school level, Moore and
Smith (14) made the same observations. Spelling
achievement did not differ significantly when
children were exposed to-programed materials with
KR or without it. The conclusion was "...providing
S with knowledge of the correct response does not
facilitate his learning of spelling".

Learning Theory would indicate that KR,
knowledge of correctness of responses, would not be
a factor in reinforcement unless the subject was
intrinsically motivated to need that KR. Otherwise,
one might expect the student to be bored and uninter-
ested, a characteristic which describes .well the
student with little or no motivation toward
academic work.

A number of research workers have observed
these characteristics. Gagn6 and Dick (15) report
that day in-day out use of programed learning
materials was monotonous and tiring for students.
"Although the material itself may be interesting
(to whom?), the problem of motivation requires
study."

At. Ptivihie, Peldhw:en (16) rf.riwit.d ihnI 1!1;:i,nd

ur prot:;ramt:d le:trnIu maLt:v1:1.1:: povIdlnK VOIH-
forcement, tilere were disturbing signs of boredom,
what lif, hNd Qn111,d the "p:1I1 ,.rroci.". In nw)thoc
:Audy, Vul;c1 find Ihyman (17) (A,:;r:vv,:d
the novelty wore off, students using
English 2600 suffered from boredom.

that wiwn
programed

The fact or burpdom on thc. pnvt (o. :;Ludenl,;; t;
irenerallzed by Gotkin and Goldstein (18) with the
comment, "The single most common comment students



make about programed instruction, after using it
for a period of time, is that is a boring way to
learn."

There is evidence to indicate that KR, alone,
does not lead to greater learning. There is additional
evidence that boredom and lack of interest is common
amonp: students using programed materials. Learning
thery indicates that these facts can be accounted
for in terms of the lack of stiff motivation.
There is some research to support this view.

Carr (19), at the Wright Air Development Center,
observed in a number of studies that confirming the
correctness of a learner's responses to problems
may be expected to he reinforcing only if the
learner's motivation is intrinsic to the task being
learned. This opinion may not be acceptable without
a satisfactory experiment to support it, but at
least one study examined this point directly.

core and Smith (20) compared two groups of
students working with programed materials. One
group was given KR alone, but the other group was
given KR and, in addition, each student was given
one penny for each correct response. There was a
significant difference in achievement rates between
the two groups. An extrinsic reward, when added to

'KR, was more effective in reducing error rate than
KR by itself. if an extrinsic reward makes learning
more effective that without such reward, the arousal
of intrinsic motivation could produce unusual
effectiveness in learning.

Previous research indicates the feasibility
of presenting programed materials over television
by video tape. Other research shows that knowledge
of correctness of responses, alone, does not provide
reinforcement. Thus students are often bored by
programed materials in which no motivating factors
have been provided. When extrinsic motivation is
provided, learning is made more effective; therefore,
it is likely that intrinsic motivation could siiud-
ficantly improve the effectiveness of programed
learning materials.



Objectives

The primary objective of this research activity
was to develop and evaluate tne systematic use of
motivating materials in an instructional program.
A secondary objective was to continue the technical
development of a video-sound system for providing
prorramed television to individual students, and to
improve techniques for programing such a system.

Z.everal uuestions were investie;ated: Does the
inclusion of motivating materials in an instructional
prfm:ram presented by television result in greater
student learning than an identical program presented
without such motivating materials? Under conditions
of KR alone, and KR with motivating materials, is
there a significant difference in student learning?
Are the answers to these questions the same for
high ability, averai:;e ability, and low ability students?

METHOE

Procedure

Ths procedure followed can be divided into
five phases. In the first phase, five physics
programs were written, and motivating materials
were developed for those programs. During the
second phase, the programs were recorded on video
tape, appropriate props being used whenever possible
to take full advantage of the media, and to make
tne programs less verbal. In the fourth phase,
the programed video tape materials were presented to
individual, selected students. In the fifth phase,
test scores were analyzed to answer previously
detailed research questions.

Work of the first phase was completed during
the four months of October 1, 1965, to February 1,
1966. Five linear programs in physics, each coverinr:
a single, relatively independent concept or principlc,
were written. Motivational sequences were desi,,:ned
to arouse interest in, or need for, the program
that followed. One motivational device appealed to
interest; the other four appealed to personal

9.



surv!wil. Thre- ff)u rel-AP6 to aut(imobil(.
sfety, mu one related to safety from electrif.:al
shfck in the ht,me. For each program, one motivational
device was presented before the poKram, under the
assumption t.nat it would cause the student to want
t:r need to learn the subsequent subjcet matter of the
program to a greater' extent than without motivating
materials.

The second pnase was completed from February 1,
1!)1,..), to July 15, 1966. The programs and associated
motivating materials prepared in phase one were in
written form. They had to be adapted for presentation
on television. During this period, visuals, props,
and demonstration apparatus were assembled and located
in the recordim: studio. Scripts for audio were
written, and the entire set of programs were integrated
in preparation for recording on video tape.

Work of the third phase was completed from July
15, 1966, to August 17, 1966. The first step of.
this phase was to lease and assemble the video-tape
and camera apparatus for recording of the program. A
studio system consisting of an fimpex 660-B Video tape
recorder (with electronic editor), two vidicon view-
finde,' cameras, and a switcher-fader console (EIA Sync)
was leased. With materials already prepared for
recording, the actual video recording was slow, tedius,
and routine; it progressed without major difficulties.
When the programs had been recorded visually, the
electronic editor permitted adding sound later.
Also the electronic stop-start mechanixm was controlet!
by an audio impulse placed on the second audio channel;
it too was added later using the electronic edit
feature of the recorder.

The fourth phase was completed from August 17,
1966 to September 27, 1966. Sixty-six college students
were selected according to ability (SCAT lA scores).
Two groups of 33 each were selected on a one-to-one
matched ability basis. In addition 23 other students
(unmatched) were selected for use in evaluating the
programs and motfvating materials. Each student was
oxposud to two programs, one with motivritinfr, material
preceding it;, the other without motivaLing materiaJ.
After each program, the student took a multiple choice
teat, over the concept studied. Thee :;cores were thc:
basis of the analysis to be discussed later in this
report.

10.



The fifth, and last, phase wvs completed from
3eptember 27, 1966, t(.: November 15, 1966. This
phase involved the detailed statistical analysis
of test results in the experiment. Because of the
experimental design selected, it was possible to use
the simple "t" test, instead of some elaborate .

statistical model.

Programs

rive linear programs in physics were produced
in this research activity. They were titled
(1) Pressure; (2) Kinetic Energy; (3) Potential
Energy (4) Electric Circuits; and (5) Scaling Laws.
Each of these programs consisted of a series of
brief demonstrations and associated questions. Aft
each question was asked, the vide() tape recorder

.

stopped automatically while the student constructed
his response. When the student was ready, he pushed
a button which restarted the recorder playback.
The correct answer to the previous "frame" was then
presented, and a new demonstration shown and question
asked.

Program lenFth varied from 11 minutes, 10 seconds,
to 28 minutes, 10 seconds of real recording time.
The program frames varied from 13 to 25. Each
proi7am was preceded by a short motivating sequence
consisting of part of a film, with narration added
by using; the electronic editor.

The first program, Pressure, was motivated by
a film scene showing a real tornado destroying homes.
The narration suggested that knowledge of the
principle which followed would help the student pro-
tect himself if he should ever be threatened by a
tornado. It was assumed that the motivating device
would appeal to the fundamental need of personal
survival. , The subject matter dealt with the concept
of pressure and how tornado funnel pressure can
"4.xl-Aoden a home.

The second program, Kinetic Enorry, was moti-
vated by a scene of an automobile skidding off a
highway and crashing into a tree. The narration
indicated that a knowledge of the principle that
followed might help the student avoid such a collision

11.



a--x--11 to personal snrety was expec L-2-:

to causP the student to need the f_nowledge whic14

he wouL3 acquire from the po:1-ram. Inc.. program

ilslf taught concots of work, kinetic energy,
trirmal P.n.! nonservation of enerry.

Tric th rd r.rorr-km Potential Ent.ofTv was
mo4Aiated 1:y tnr- snow, used fr.- Kinetic EnHrT,y,
}.:.it %Le narrr.tioh -iiscussc.d the d'avrs of mount:afn

rn
:yam ,A CP %.1 ASN.A .

ci:!les cf physics to prevent i.:e rJutorrogi-.e bra .e`,
rom i_miting, caus!ng a crsn. 'Thf-- ; ; i i r ) ! r.: -1.!, - - -z 1- .., ...

Innluiled crk, notc-ntial energy, thermaJ flP-f.,...w-- - ti ,

and cr.;nservation rf Pr:.r;rv.

The fo:..zrt:1 rro;:ram, Electric circuits, war
:-.;recea by ;; se4uencf7, showinp; typical idtchen
electrical anriliann4-s, with narration indicatin,, tn-
nf-,ssibility that such Pobliances can ce danrer,,u:3,
unig,ss a certain nrnciple of circuits is understoo,:.
TLe concepts of electric circuits involved 6i=3rrau:::.
OP basin circuit elements and the three-wire system
of the home, including the significance of the cenLer-
tap -...round.

The fifth, and last, program, Scaling Laws,
was motivated by interest. It was creceded by
a 5 minute section of thP film, "The Three Worlds

Gulliver", showInp a riant next to normal size
perple. The narrati.on suggf.sted that such giants
were impossible because of a princdr,le of physic1:-

which the student would learn in the subsequent
r;mrram. 3calirim L:2ws taught basic relationshios
C; f' strength and weight TO linear measures, an(I
how the strengtA to weight ratio cnanes as tine
scale factor is changed.

The Sample

Students exposed to the r.rograms were s(1ectej
on the basis of ability, using as a measure of
ability the SCAT lA total raw scores converted to
standard (T) scores from national norms.

12.



:-)r-i-na:1:1, it w%.: nlann.i to ::r:j:.!et a

rer.r,-zr:W.ativrE- rrom normai oopulation,
no!u.iing 54 sets -f students s,!at&:ed in ability.

rvs:0 this enter, required T score s were listed, and
nao al eehor rrs of c tfnmzwtl numt: w sulet2
were frcm From this °rip-trial
list of ::o me 300 nank!s, sub.iects sgqc-cted in
.-.rder, as the:: wff: Cara c.ept an appointmen'
to 7t;r4.;ic.ipat- in ti.r :;roir.ct.

lf
t:lat -Pci-P wcuTh not be

it waz t, low studtents to
nrtic4r;at.... Althnuct timJ required was only
two :!our:; for r..nr. man:: students, partic-
I:it.irly those with :ower ability, eitner refusPd to
narticl::ate, or a'opointments then fal'Pd
cc wear.

Ac a of 'appointment problemc,
final sample rion:;54:-..d of 89, .udr!nts, G(. of

tihce

ii!tched In =tbility,to fOPM (-r .Ei:chod
Tiwy Iv-re '.1, rf.prest:nt:!tiv(- (o* nmqwti

althoui7ix this goal was ancroximated.
'or this sPmDle the mean T score was 51.93 ano the
variance was 95.16, not sign'fierttly different,
frum the reauired viues of ,O f!!,(1 700 respectively.

4hp
Letch subject was called by telephone and riven
following: messaire:

"We are conducting an expirement with television
tof.v.hIng under a :=:!--int fmm the Office f)f
Educhtin. In twrit:r to f:wiluatk: tits': pr(Jo.raw

have preared, we have sciected certain students
who can assist us. You are one of those persons.
Would you be willing to come to the campus to
watch two brief pro ;rams and take two short quizzes
over those programs? It would be for one time
only, and the total time required is Jess than two
hours"

When the answer was, "yes", an appointment Wfl3 made
and the student told,

"It is very important that you keep this appointment,
or let us know well in advance if you cannot make it.
You will be using, by yourself, some twelve thousand
dollars worth of television equipment, plus taking the
time of two staff' members. If you cannot be here,
then we want to schedule someone else"

Thus the importance of keeping the appointment wfts



ztrezf;ed. It is curitms that, in spite of this

appl:lail a large number -.tf lower ability students
failed to keep appointments, and made no attempt
to f-ive nctifiction that they would riot appear.

Experimental Design

nacn subject was exposed to two programs,
c=n-.! r.recedd .t motivational sequence, and another

pro ::ram witnout motivational material. For matched

pairs f students, the same programs were presented
to each pair, but they did not receive the same
mtivational material. At the conclusion of each
program, sub.!ect3 took a 15 question multiple cnoice

test over that r)ro:fram.

There were ten possible treatments in the

experiment. Five pmgrams preceded by motivational
material, and five were the same programs presented

without motivational material. The treatments are
des:.f,nated by a letter !v. or U, corresponding to
motivated or unmotivated, followed by a number from

i tr.! 5, corresponding to (1) Pressure; (2) Kinetic
Enerry; (3) Potential Energy; (h) Electric Circuits;

and (5) Scaling Laws. Thus, for example, M3 would
refer to the proi.-ra-. on potential energy preceded
by a motivational seauence.

To eliminate the necessity of administein:r
pre-tests, and to avoid non-equivalence of tests
themselves, the following experimental design was
used for matched pairs of students. A given pair
of students would take programs X and Y, each
fi)llowed by tests over those prop-rlms. nne stIviont

14boild L:tk, rc'y r.:110w.d hy Hy. Th, ,11H(.1.

would takt- UX r',11(04(.d by MY. Tiwn in NH NimIy;;I:-

of the results of tests over these pro ;rams, a

romp:wi.:on waild md" tv.twi.rm ::umr. or tilt

myt1v4ted protTam ;Jnd unmidfiv.01-d pmr:mi
scores for that pair'. The following example
illustrates that desip;n. Students A and B are
matr:hed in ability.

..twient A
:ILudent

Prorr4m Sequenot.: MI t.11!: t'1

::(.(111,-nt.t.: 31 1 thyn

Find (Ml )A+ (M5) and (01) .) (U5)A, caning the firol
oum M 'Lod tip: ::um H.



Such an experi:lental design has several

advantages. It permits the use of the simple
"t" test for comparing the means of the two treat-
ments M and U. By having each student take both

an unmotivated and a motivated program in the way
outlined abcve, all variables associated with the
program and with the evaluative instruments are
automatically accounted for. Even student ability
is not a factor whir:h should affect this design,
alt-noup:h it is important in studyinT.: the simifnance
of ability differences on motivational factors.

The values of and !: discussed above for
33 pairs of stud:::nts matched by ability can be
compared. Also, comparisons can be made for low,

middle, on:i I:1 'h =Aility levels, to determine le
motivational factors are ability dependent. In

order to use results of the 23 students who were
unmatched in ability, a second analysis would be

made comparinc- all 89 M scores with U scores, some
equivalence being established for the tests, to make

the comparison valid.

Achievement scores on prop.rams were determined
in the followinr way. Each test onsisted of 15
multiple choice questions. Each question had 5
possible respom.es. Each response was assipned a
value of -2, -1, 0, 1, or 2, so that if every Item
were marked randomly, the probably result would be

zero. Some answers were thus better than others;

the test discrimination was thereby increased throur;!'

this scorimr. technique. The total score was determi:wd
by addinr: 30 to the total point values listed above,
A perfect paper then would receive a score of 60.

A paper on which the student had made 15 bad guesses
would receive a zero. There would be no negative

scores. A blank response was counted as zero, so

that a blank test paper would have a score of 30.

PEULTS

Ability Scores

Ability scores used in these analyses were
determined by converting SCAT lA total raw scores

to standard scores (mean of 50 and variance of LOO)

based on national, grade 13 norms. For the ruil
sample of 89 students, the mean ability score was



51.3 and the variance was 95.16, making this
sample nearly representative of a normal distribution.
The 66 students making up the 33 matched pairs had
a mean ability of 5'.36, somewhat larger than the
full. sample.

In c.rc.upin;.- matched pairs for ability, the
fcllowtnn. elassificatin was used. Ability scores
less than or eciLigi to 47 formed sevn pairs into the

low ability =group . .f.!ores from WI to 57 formed 33
pai-s into the midjle ability .rroup. scores equal
to or Treater than '')7 formed 23 pairs into the hivh
ability :;roux_:. These groupings si:ow the .!eft - skewness:
of the ability distribution resulting from the
difficulty of finclini,: matched pairs of low ability
subjects in sufficient numbers.

When, all 89 students are included in the analysis,
28 fall in the low group, 32 in the middle group,
and 29 in the high frroup. This distribution is
more normally distributed about the mean or 51.93
than is the matched set of 33 pairs of students
about the mean of -14.36.

i-latched Pair Analysis

Sixty six subjets formed th set of 33 pairs
matched by ability for which the experiment was
aesir:ned. To !;erform an analysis nf the matched
rair,', th F.: scores and U score's fol. a riven wiir
Of students would be summed as described previously.
Table I shows the resulting mean scores for the
total croup, and for sub-groups of low, middle, and
high abilities. Al the table indicates, there was
no significant difference in achievement on the
programs for tLe group, or for any one ability
sub-group.



TABLE I

Group
(ability)
High (A57)

- -
U* m** t

11'2.2 107.3 1.16

Niddle (47,<A457) .99.5 96.4 .78

Low (47,A). 92.7..97.9 .90

Total 102.2 101.0 .48

df
Level of
significance

24 .24<.3

24 .4<p<.5

. 12 .3<f)<.);

64 .6(1347

*Sum of quantities [(U41B+(n)A] divided by number

**SUM of Quantities [W41194-(MY)Bi

Total Group Analysis

divided by number of

As an alternate analysis, althourh inferior in
design to matched pair analysis, all motivated test
results were compared with unmotivated test results.
These comparisons were made for the total group and
for high, middle, and low ability groups.

No direct comparison of the 89 sets of scores
could be made unless all five tests and programs were
of equal difficulty. Because this assumption could
not be made, some adjustment had to be made to
approximate this equivalence.

To provide for an equivalence of tests, all
motivated and unmotivated scores for each of the

five tests were placed together in five sets, mean.:
and standard deviations being found for each of th
five sets. Each score could then be converted to
a standard score to make comparisons possible.

Because the assignment of proryams was nearly
random, and because each test was liecs nearly tile s
number of times, a mean of all motivated standard s cnt.t'i;
compared with the mean of all unmotivated standard
scores is a valid comparison.



Grouping into mw, middle, and high ability
if.roupn US02 the same eriteria in this analysis a6
was used for matched pair analysis. When the
statistical comparisons are made, as shown in
Table II, again, no significant difference in achieve-
ment scores between motivated and unmotivated students
for the total group, or for any sub-group of low,
middle, or high ability is observed.

TABLE Il

Group
(abil!ty) 4-

Level of
(Jr significance

gh (457) 57.7 55.8

Trod

(4T<A(57) 50.2 45.7

(47)A) 45.741,.3

Total 51.1

1.19 56 .2 <p<.

1.88 62 .05<p<.1

.11 5 4 .8<p <.9

49.0 1.44 176 .1<p<.2

*Sum of
**Sum cf

all U scores in group divided by number in F.rolq.
all N scores in group divided ty number in group.

DISCUSSION

The observed results of this research activity
are, 3t first cognizance, surprising. Not only is
there no significant difference for any group or
sub-group, by either method of analysis, but the
mean scores themselves are numerically higher in
most Instances in the unmotivated case. If these
differences were not merely chance occurences, as
the simificance tests show, it woul'i appear that tne
so-called motivatinr material had wopved opposItcly,
at; least for some ability levels.

However, if only numerical comparisons were
made, the most striking mean difference occurred
in favor of the motivational materials for the low.2st
ability group in the matched pair analysis. Still,
again, these observed differences could have occurred
by chance alone with a high probability.

£(7.
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Although numerical comparisons of means is
tempting, it is clear that no such interpretations
as mentioned above can be made from these results.
All observed differences could have occurred by
chance alone with a high probability.

A somewhat less obvious characteristic of
these results, netic:ed by this investigator, was
that students did inordinately well on all pro;ram
tests. For the instructional time reouired, students
cquired abilities to use certain physics concepts

and principles considerably better than experie!:ce
ilas shown is possible in a regular classroom teachin17
situation. This result is unsubstantiated with date,
since it derives entirely from the subjective
experience of a teacher. But it was so apparent,
it deserves mention.

Although not discussed previously, the Ampex
6603 video tape system functioned excellently in
providing individual instruction through the TV
monitor. During the evaluation of the pro rams 4-1..-vLie
recorder had to start or stop some nine thousand
times, a task which certainly was not a normal design
consideration. The only difficulties encountered were
that the recorder head voltage required periodic
adjustments, the heads needed reguiar cleanin1;,
and the automatic tension control finally failed,
requiring only that the manual control be used.

CONCLUSIONS, IITLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATTONS

Because this research activity had two objecti7-F,,
the evaluation of motivating materials in an instruct-
Iona] program and the further technical development
,,r a prol;ramed vLdeo system, conclusions must ht. mr:e.
with respect to both objectives.

In terms of a video:-tape instrwAional system,
this project made considerable progress. A new
stop-start control mechanism was devised which used
as a control impulse an audio signal placed on the
second audio c'lannel of the recorder-. This control
technique was superior to the one used previously
involvinr reflecting tape and a photoelectvenic device.

The systematic procedure for pre ne;!ror for video tape recording :1-id presentation

19.



has been developed tt, where future modifications
of the procedure will be refinements and improvements
in technique.

During the research period itself, tbe cost of
video tape recorder? has dropped to where it is now
possible to purchase an acceptable system for under
$5000. Thus the feasibility of programing approDriatt:
parts of courses now exists. The ultimate use of
rarviom access video tape,controlleu by a small
cemp14 ter2ecomes more possible as tine costs continuv
to decrease.

:", quality of programing in this prbject war
at bast roor. The process of producing and record:N.-
.10monstrations, and not just tal.k, especially ri-Int.
t( a Linear program, is extremely difficult to do
we It requires ,.:ompetent technicians, writers,
artists, and television studio personnel. Althoup:N
the investigators had much television experience,
they were not specialists in all these fields, and
in spite of attempts to be all these things, they
could riot successfully perform in a way that producl:
'!ilaiity materials. The surprising effectiveness
of the programs in teaching the concepts is made
even more remarkable by the fact that the programs
were riot polished, were not well done.

The results of the comparisons of motivated an
unmotivated treatments, at first, might indicate
that the so-called motivational materials did not
motivate. This conclusion is tenable. However,
there is another conclusion which appears far more
probable that should be considered.

The basis of this research project was that
students were bored with conventional, written
programs, and because many students never really
needed to make correct responses, knowledge of thc
correctness of a response was of no consequence. Me
programs used in this project, because they were
preceded by materials designed to motivate, should
caus,? greater learning than without such motiwiti,Jr,1
matt:- pi rt 1 .

20.
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This research preject may have never reall:'
tested motivational materials; it perhaps could not
have done so. The use of a novel television system,
for which students received appointments stressing
their own importance was, in itself, extremely
mcti7atinr. Students were already motivated when
they appeared to take programs. This hypothesis
is supported by the very high achievement of sturi..mt:-
.1n all %roo-rams, orrced(A or not by motivatin,-
r.aterials. For a s-:udent .dl ready motiwiteti,
the prc-cedinfz: mPt=rials used could little to
and their desire tu iearn well Int: subsequent
matyrin:.

Pr(irr:tms wv!!.e 1-.esented indivizilially, by a
no-v-1 system, wnf;re much attent]on was beinr=

yen to the stu%ent. Ee workea with the system
a maximuw of only 2 hours and therefore had no
time to become bored, as with written materials
used for several montns. In short, tne Hawthorn
effect coml,letely eliminatPd the irepared metivatic.n%i
materials as factors in the experiment.

(nt: mu:O., tne fLbfivf! concluz;ion:;,

although bota mirht. partly true. Either the
motivatfonal materi:As were not motivating, or,
if they were, they were riot as important as eon-
riming responses, (Jr, the Hfiwthorn tffect so
enhanced the achievement of students as to mask
any difference that th e motivationa] materials would,
have produced.

Although hindsia:ht is always considerably more
accurate than foresight, it is clear that this
investigator shriulii have reccf4nizd the possible
influence of the Hawthorn effect in ma :in{; the
original research proposal. Althour,h the pro,;ect
has been quite succesnful in developing, the video
instructional system, this lack cf f,..)resight has
meant, that motIvatim material:; stiil have not lt!er.
properly investigatud.

I I I V( tr: I -It1171111( -11.11'i I h ti I fp 1-:.-I! I .1

t !I 1.0 PC h bt I mid ht Ii
rt providinp spocific motLvatinr, wIt(.rials ht-(,r): )
w11 hin I t I. 111H
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e%:(Immeneel r :,t' resarch be supported which will
examine effet!ts of different techniques of providinf;
these motivational materials for all kinds of
instructional programs. This project suggests also
that studies be carried out in extended, conventional
prop_Tams, where the student is completely unawarethat an experiment is being conducted.

to terms of motivational materials, the task
e:f seiectin; ma4,eriais appealing to basic needs is
iiifficult, but further attempts in this respectshould be made. It is likely that appeals to secondary.needs would be more fruitful. It would also be
imprIrtant to examine tne possibilities of providing
individualized motivational devices based on realneeds of individual students.

The entire area of motivation needs specific
attention. f..uh research is needed to evaluate
its need, and the best techniques for providing it.

The literature has revealed that programed
learning materials often lead to boredom for studentL7.Als-, in many studies, programed materials teach nobetter than conventional instruction. The assumptionthat knowledge f correctness of responses is
motivating without an associated need has not been
established as fact.

Programed materials had been adapted for
presentation by television but riot with the video
tape recorder. This type presentation needed furtherdevelopment.

The project involved the writing of five linearphysics programs which were adapted for presentation
on television to individual students by video tapedrecordings. Each of the five prograTis had sequence.7.
preceding it which was designed to motivate thestudent to learn the subsequent material. Eacn
student would take two programs, one motivated, Ft.leother unmotivated, each followed by a test over the
concept taught.

An experimental design involving 66 studentsunder a matched pair motivated and unmotivated

22.



treatment, ;rave results that showed no significant
difference in achievement between motivated and
unmotivated programs. A similar result was observed
when a full sample of 89 students was examined
under a design comparing directly the motivated
with the unmotivated test score results.

Rather than considering that the motivational
materials failed, tecause of extremely high test
results on all programs, the novel aspect of theMIT
J. I apparatus, and thi: brief exoosure time for stuoent:i,
it was concludt:d ti ,at the riawthorn effect maz:Red any
possible results due motivation%1 material:;.
It was mcommenjed that further studies be carried
out using m/Aivatinir materials over more extended
periods of time in conventional instructional
programs.

The progress in developing the video-instructional
::ystem was significant, but production of programed
video tape materials requires considerable numbers
of competent staff to get quality results. The
decreasing costs of video apparatus makes its use
routinely feasitle.

2
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APPENDIX A



t

1

PRE:%1URE-]

The quantity "i6 pounds" is what kind of a
physical measure?

n
s t Power- B. Worz
C. Energy D. Forc4'
E. Plass

2. Thr- quantity "uPight" is the same as the quantity

A. Power B. Work
,-. EnergyC. D. Force
.1. Eass.1

3. Which of the following is a formula definition
of rressure?

11

A. F/A B. PA
r. 1/2 mv2 D. A/F
1..,-

. P/F_

An area of 4 square inches is pushed on by
12 pounds. In units using pounds and square
inches, the pressure is

A.

C
'7!.. .

/18

1/3
9

B.
D.

3

24

J. In units of bounds and square inches, the oressurc7
_due to the atmosnere is, approximately,

A. 12 B. 8
C. 30 D. 15
E. 20

6. In units using pounds and square inches, the air
pressure in a tank is 25. What force does the
air exert inside the tank on an area of 14 square
inches?

A. 100 B. 4/25
C. 6.25 D. 200
E. 15

A-1



7 IL 13 (.:thsived to Pind the surNee area of nn
irrecrsularly shaped flat objuct. A pressure of
10 units produces a force of 25 pounds. In
:square inches, the surface area is

A. 250 10/25
C. 150 Do 2500

2 =

in the f-:uation y = z/x, to solve for z one must
A. ."!ow.: the x '..he other f;ide of the equation

r
Divide bcth sig:;es of the ::quation by x.

!:!!Litinly sides of the 4:quation by x.

L rove the z to the other side of the equation.

Invert both sides of the equation.

9. A floor surface is 3 inches lonir and 2 inches
wide. In pounds, the atmosphere exerts a force
on this surface of

'1 'I
=

A 45
CI()'-
6/15

B. 30
C. 15

A r:re.J.sure of 20 units on a circular surface of
radius 2 inches exerts a force in pounds of

A. 251 4o
19 D. 1 /10
25.1

A steel block 20 inclies high, 3 inches thick
and 5 inches wide has a weight of' 60 pounds.
In units of pounds and square inches, it exerts
a pressure of

J!. 3

C. 15/20 D. 20/G0

10 The air pressure in a zr-:alc:(1 container is 30
units when the pressure outside is 35 units.
The net pressure is

A. 5 units outward
C. 65 untts outward
E. 0 units

A-2

B. 5 units inward
65 units inward



The :lir nressure In n serJled box of surfar:Q
re :!a 30 square-. int:hr.:: is 2f1 unit:; when th(;

:)utslfie pre:;sure is 18 units. The net force
in pounds is

_.... _

A. 60 " 2
C. i a..,- COO
E. 540

14. n rectar.;-ular. Pontain,:r ls incnes. by 3
arid 10 Inches hi iii. The r.r.essure inside
container is 0 units whPn the r;ressur outsirif:
is 18 units. The net force in r,r;unds on one
w=d1 is

14.

%-rE.
1n6

15. An average tornado

J 8
1,r1 360

A. Travels soutnwest at over 300 mph witn a
funnel pressure of -3 units.

F. Travels northeast at over 300 mph with :
funnel pressure of -3 units.

C. Travels northeast at 35 to 45 mph with L!
funnel uressure of 12 units.

Travels northeast at 35 to 45 mph with a
funnel pressure of -3 units.

E. Trmv:31s '.;outbwest at over "i00 mh with :1
funnel pressure of 12 units.



KINETIC ENERGY-2

1. The weight of an object is the same as

2.

3.

11

A. Energy B. Force
C. Mass D. Power
E. Work

The following is a correct formula definition of
the work done on an object.

A. 1 = F/d B. W = igh
C. W=wxh D. W = 1/2 MV2

W=Fxd
A force of 20 pounds pushes a 50 pound box through
a
in

A.

distanr.%e of 5 feet.
appropriate units,

12.5

The
is

B.

work done on the box,

100
C. 25 D. 10
E. 250

. A force of 30 pounds pulls a 60 pound box
through a distance of 5 feet at a speed of
4 ft/sec. The work done, on the box, in proper'
units, is

A. 2 B. 150
n 12 D. 6,.

E. 300

5. An 80 pound box pulled at constant speed 3 feet
across a table top by a force of 27 pounds
transfers how much energy (in proper units) to
the table top?

A. 80/27 B. 3/24
C. 81 D. 9

E. 240

6. When a box is pulled across the surface of a
table at constant speed, the work done is convert,26
into

A. Speed
C. Kinetic energy
E. Thermal energy

B. Mechanical energy
D. Potential energy



7. An object movinr on a frictionless surface
under the action of a constant force

A. Moves at a constant speed
B. Loses kinetic energy
I,
t,. Transfers thermal energy
D. Acquires potential energy
E. Accelerates uniformly

8. When work is done on an object moving on a
frictionless surface, the energy of the object

A. Is converted into heat
B. Is lost
C. Accumulates as potential energy
D. Accumulates as kinetic energy
E. Is dissipated as thermal energy

9. The correct formula for the kinetic energy
of a moving object is

A. F x d
C. 1/2 w x
E. MV2

V2
B. w x h
D. w x V2/64

10. A 50 pound car moving at 16 ft/sec for 10 seconds
has a kinetic energy of

A. 2000 units
C. 9000 units
E. 200 units

B. 800 units
D. 500 units

11. An object has a kinetic energy of 6 units while
moving at 8 ft/sec. When moving at 16 ft/sec it
has a kinetic energy of

A. 12 units 3. 24 units
C. 48 units D. 128 units
E. Can't be determined without weight

12. A 50 pound car has a kinetic energy of 70 units.
If the speed of the car is tripled, the kinetic
energy is

A. 630 units B. 210 units
C. 3500 units D. 150 units
E. Can't find without knowing speeds.

A-5
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13. Examine the following table:

Y X

5

17

40

2

3

4

78 i 5

135

The variable Y is

6

A: Proportionni to X
B. Proportional to the square of X
C. Proportional to the cube of X
D. Inversely proportional to X
E. Inversely proportional to the square of X

14. The minimum stopping distance of an automobile
on wet pavement from a speed of 20 mph is 30
feet. On the same surface, minimum stopping
distance from a speed of 40 mph is

A. 120 feet
C. 600 feet
E. 15 feet

B. 60 feet
D. 80 feet

15. The minimum stopping distance of an automobile
on a gravel surface from a speed of 30 mph is
40 feet. On the same stir -face, the minimum
stopping distance from a speed of 90 mph is

A. 120 feet
C. 1080 feet
E. 60 feet

r _

B. 360 feet
D. 3600 feet



POTENTIAL ENERGY-3

1. The weight of an object is the same as

A. Mass B. Power
C. Work D. Force
E. Energy

.
n The followinp: il; :I correct formula definitionc_

of the work done on an object.

A. W=Fxd
C. W = 1/2 MV2
E. W = F/d

1.....

...,
i - .

W =wxh
= Mgh

3. A force of 20 pounds pushes a 50 pound box
through a distance of 5 feet. The work done
on the box, in appropriate units, is

A. 250
C. 100
E. 25

B. 10
D. 12.5

4. A force of 30 pounds pulls a 60 pound box
through a distance of 5 feet at a speed of 4
ft/see. Tho wopi, done' on tho box, In propi.rr
units, is

A. 'i00 B. I

C. 6 D. ,
-,

E. 150

5.. An 80 pound box pulled at conrAnnt speed 3 reel:
across a table top by a force of 27 pounds
transfers how much energy (in proper units) t 0
the table top?

A. 240 B. 81
C. 9 D. 80/27
E. 3/24

6. When a box is pulled across the surface of a
table at constant speeds tne work done is
converted into

A. Kinetic energy B. Thermal energy
C. Potential energy D. Mechanical energy
E. Speed
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7. An object moving on a frictionless surface
under the action of a constant force

A. Accelerates uniformly
B. Transfers thermal energy
C. Acquires potential energy
D. Loses kinetic energy
r:. Moves at a constant speed

8. When work is i,, done on an object moving on a
frictionless surface, the energy of the object

A. Is dissipated as thermal energy
B. Accumulates as potential energy
C. Accumulates as kinetic energy
D. Is lost
E. Is converted into heat

9. When an object is lifted at constant speed
through a given distance, in what fcrm does
the work done on the object appear?

A. Potential energy
C. Thermal energy
E. It is lost.

Kinetic energy..,.

D. Heat energy

10. A 10 pound weight lifted vertically through
a distance of 5 feet at constant speed stores
how much energy (in proper units) in the
gravitational field?

11. A 20 pound weight is lifted at 5 ft/sec throur,h

a vertical distance of 2 feet. The potential
energy of the weight is then (in proper units)

A. 100 B. 10

C. 40 D. 4

E. 7

12. What is the potential energy of a 3000 pound
automobile at the top of a mountain 7000 feet
above its base (in proper units)?

A. 7/3
C. 3/7
E. 3000

B. 21,000,000
D. 21,000



13. How much heat must be dissipated in the
brakes of a 4000 pound car to drive'safely
down a mountain 2000 feet high (in proper units)?

A. 2

C. 4,000,000
E. 8,000,000

B. 1/2
D. 2,000,000

14. A 4000 pound car is at rest at the top of a
hill 200 feet high. If the car is to have
200,000 units of kinetic energy at the bottom
of the hill, how much heat must be dissipated
in the brakes on the way down?

A. 1,000,000
C. 600,000
E. 200,000

B. 800,000
D. 400,000

15. A 5000 pound automobile at the top of a
mountain 4000 feet high is ready to drive back
down. If the brakes of this car can dissipate
a maximum of 10,000 energy units per second
for ten minutes without igniting, what minimum
number of stops is necessary in descending
the mountain?

A. 2 B. 3

C. ii D. 5
E. 6



CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS-4
r

1. The following is a correct symbol for a single
conductor of electric current.

A.

C.

_I_
ANIMISM,

4110.

E. ...J\AAr-

B.

D.

2. The following is a correct symbol for the place
at which two electric conductors cross without
making electrical contact.

I

I __L_

1

i

I

C.

E.

D.

1

i



3. The following symbol represents a source of
alternatin9: current.

A. B. -

E. - -

V

4. The following symbol represents an electrical
resistor.

A.

Es.

B. II

5. The following symbol represents the heating
elPment in nn eirictplo skillet.

A. --Inn- B.

C.

E.

D.

A-11
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6. The following circuit diagram represents an
electric toaster.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

----.

-.-..."-^.1.
?I'''' ----- _

d........./ ...DS..

-------______

7. The following symbol represents a transformer.

+.1MINLIINIMM
A.

C.

1110M

E. --AAA

B. .)..).---

D.

A -12

.............



8. The following symbol contains a center-tap.

BA. .

9. An iron rod is driven 6 feet down into the
earth, and a conductor is soldered to the rod.
This electrical arrangement is represented by
the following symbol.

A.

C.

E.

.1P

B.



10. The following symbol represents the electrical
power circuit from your house to the high
voltage power lines outside your house.

A.

B.

401111

C.

D.

-
4.

HOME

HOME

HOME

HOME

HOME



11. The following diagram represents the circuit
from the power pole outside your house to a
110 volt electric skillet plugged into .n wall
outlIA.

A.

B.

C.

1

.......a

-1.--------

I

1

1

*..._._

D. 3-

p

,.

------

A-15
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inig. Thu foflowinr. diarram represent: the circuit
from the power pole to a 220 volt electric
dryer in a house.

A.

C.

Ti
!

E

E-

d

A-16

------.1

-r

5

. :CASi

.
i
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13. The following diagram represents an electrical
appliance which could give an electrical shock
when its metal case is touched.

TO

POWER

POLE

TO

POWER

POLE

TO

POWER

POLE

TO

POWER

A.

B.

4--

C.

D.

..._

POLE _
L

,......_ .y ...., . .. . .
cl

TO

POWER

POLE

E.

A-17
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CASE

CASE

CASE

CASE



14. In which one of the following circuits could
you receive an electric shock by touching
simultaneously points marked X and Y?

A.

TO

POWER

1 -1POLE y

B.

TO

POWER

POLE

C.

TO

POWER

POLE

D.

TO

POWER

POLE

E.

TO

POWER

POLE

X

I 1 CASE
X

0
_t_

CASE
1

/
A-18



15. How much voltage exists between points X and Y
in the following circuit?

TO

POWER
F.

POLE ...=.....
orloo.

A. 110 volts

B. 0

C. 220 volts

D. 440 volts

E. 117 volts



SCALING LAWS-5

1. A piece of string breaks under a force of
3 pounds. Art identical piece of string twice
as lonp: is how stroni.c?

A. One half as strcng B. Twice as strong
C. Same streng th D. One fourth as strong
E. Four times as strong

One piece of strinp: breaks under : force of
5 pound:;. How miu:h force i:; vetwim.d Lo bri.:Ii:

three pieces '.l' identical string?

A. 5 pounds
C. 3/5 pounds
E. 15 pounds

B. 5/3 pounds
D. 45 pounds

3. A cable has a brea2inv strength of 500 pounds.
A cable having twice as much cross-sectional
area has what breaking strenlr,th?

A. 250 pounds
C. 12!) pounds

1000 pounds

B. 2000 pounds
D. 500 pounds

4. A cable of diameter 1/8 inch has a breaking
strength of 2 tons. A similar cable of
diameter 3/8 inch has a breaking strength of

A. C tons
B. 2/3 tons
E. 9 tons

B. 18 tons
D. 2/9 tons

5. A cable of diameter 1 inch has a breaking stengt-
of 8 tons. A similar cable having a diameter of
4 inches would have what breaking strength?

A. 8 tons
C. 128 tons
E. 1/2 ton

B. 32 tons
D. 2 tons

C. A strut has a breaking strength of 60 pounds.
A similar strut having a diameter' 3 times larger
would hold

A. 120 pounds
C. 20/3 pounds
F. 20 pounds

6. 60 pounds
D. 540 pounds

A-20



7. A cylindrical tank holds 200 pounds of water,
a similar tank with a diameter 3 times larger
would hold

A. 1800 pounds
C. 800 pounds
E. 200 pounds

B. 600 pounds
D. 5400 pounds

8. A water-filled tank is three times larger in
every linear dimension than a smaller tank.
If the smaller water-filled tank weighs 6C pounds,
how much does the larger tank wiegh?

A. 180 pounds
C. 540 pounds
F. 20/3 pounds

B. 1620 pounds
D. 20 pounds

9. A solid object weighs 200 pounds. How much does
a similarly shaped object weigh when its linear
dimensions are all increased by a factor of 4?

A.

C.
v.

12,800 pounds
800 pounds
3200 pounds

B. 50 pounds
D. 2400 pounds

10. A man weighs 160 pounds. How much would he
weii.r,h if he were 3 times larp:er in every linear

dimension?

A. 480 pounds
C. 320 pounds
E. 4320 pounds

B. 1440 pounds
D. 960 pounds

11. A 160 pound man has leg bones and muscle with
a breakinp: strength of 960 pounds. If he is
4 times larger in every linear dimension, what
then is the ratio of his weight to his strength?

A. 4/1
C. 2/3
E. 16/96

B. 1/4
D. 3/2

12. A 200 pound man has leg bones and muscle with
a breaking strength of 1000 pounds. If he is
only 1/10 as large in every linear dimension,
for his size and weight how.much stronger is

he than at normal size?

A. 1/10
C. 10 times
E. 1000 times

B. 1/100
D. 100 times



13. /n ant that weighs .001 pounds is made 1000
times larger in every linear dimension. For
his size and weight, how much stronger is this
giant ant than a real ant?

A. 1000 times
C. 1/100
E. 1/10

B. 1/1000
D. 100 times

14. A 150 pound man has leg bones and muscle with
a breaking strength of 1500 pounds. How much
would he weigh and how much could his legs
support if he were 10 times larger in every
linear dimerition?

A. 150,000; 150,000
C. 150,000; 15,000
E. 1,500,000; 150,000

B. 1500; 15,000
D. 150,000;1,500,000

15. A man is 6 feet tall, weighs 150 pounds, and
has leg bones and muscle with a supporting strength
of 2000 pounds. If this man were somehow made
100 times larger in every linear dimension, a
600 foot giant, how much strength would his legs
then lack just to support his own weight?

A. 185,000 pounds. B. 20,000,000 pounds
C. 200,000 pounds D. 150,000,000 pounds
E. 130,000,000 pounds


